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ABSTRACT

The Type A behavior pattern has been described as "an ac-

tion-emotion complex that can be observed in any person who

is aggressively involved in a chronic, incessant struggle to

achieve more and more in less and l-ess time, and if re-

quired to do so, against the opposing efforts of other

things or other persons" (Friedman & Rosenman, 1974, p. 67).

Peop1e displaying this pattern are competitive, aggressive,

demanding, restless, impatient and time conscious (Sparaci-

oo, 1979). People are identified as Type Às if they display

a large number of these behavicrs and as Type Bs if they

display only a few of the behaviors (Jenkins, 1975). While

the Type A behavior pattern has been Iinked to t,he incidence

of coronary heart disease, the psychological concomitants of

Type A behavior have received less attention. One major ex-

ception to this is the work of G1ass (u.g. 1977) and his

colleagues. Glass (1977 ) presented a great deal of evidence

that suggested, albeit indirectly, that "Type À individuals

exert greater efforts than Type B individuals to master

stressful events which they perceive as a threat to their
sense of control" (p. 7), and Glass and Carver (1980b) stat-
ed that "the Type A is engaged in a continual struggle to
maintain control" (p. 68). The research relevant to this
statement was reviewed, and an experiment yras conducted to

11
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direct test of the hypothesis that the

a struggle to control the environment'

Type À is

The experiment used the Light Onset Control task (a1toy &

Àbramson , 1g7g) in which subjects assessed how much control

theyhadovertheonsetofalightbypressingornotpress-
ing a button. Light onset was in fact noncontingently re-

Iated to responding and the dependant variable of interest

was the amount of control that the subjects believed they

had. This was assessed using the Light onset control scale

(ettoy & Abramson, 1979) .

The experiment used 185 introductory psychology students

as subjects. Their Type A/B scores and current mood was as-

sessed using the Jenkins Àctivity survey (Form T) and the

Beck Depression Inventory. Às well, the State Ànger and

Multiple Affect Adjective checklist v¡ere given. Then the

Judgement of control task was given, and the subjects re-

ceived 16, 32 or 48 trials of trying to control the onset of

a light. Light onset was act,ually controlled by a 50e" ran-

dom schedule and behavioral control therefore did not exist'

Subjects then filled out the Judgement of Control scale (af*

loy & Abramson, 1g7g) and the state Anger and MAACL scales

were readministered"
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Hvpotheses

The following major hypotheses were tested in this study.

1. fhe Type A/B variable and task duration would inter-

act to affect the judgement of conLrol. These hy-

potheses foIlow from Glass (1977) -

a) In the short task conditions (16 trials and to a

lesser extent 32 trials)
Type As woul-d show larger illusions of control

than Bs.

b) rn the long task condition (Ag trials) Type Às

would show smaller illusions of control than Bs.

c ) The As in the short task condition would show

Iarger illusions of control than As in the long

task condition.

There would be a negative correlation between the

magnitude of the illusion of control and mood change.

That is, negative (dysphoric) mood changes would be

associated with larger illusions of control. This

hypothesis is inconsistent with the learned helpless-

ness model of depression but was suggested by the AI-

Ioy and Abramson (1979) data.

The effects of depression and sex effects on the iI-

Iusion of control observed by AIIoy and Abramson

(1979) would be replicated. Specifically, females

would be somewhat more susceptible to the illusion of

control than males, and nondepressed subjects would

be much more susceptible than the depressed subjects.

2.

3.

'r:,tÈ..
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The depression effects on the illusion of control ob-

served by AIIoy and Abramson (1979) would be modified

by the duration of the uncontrollable situation.

The experimental results indicated that Type As were more

accurate in perceiving act-outcome contingencies than Type

Bs, but this effect did not vary with Trials duration. No

relationship was observed between illusion of control and

mood changes, and the Sex and Depression effects observed by

Al1oy and Abramson (1979) v¡ere only partially replicated.

However, the effect of Depression on the illusion of control

was found to be modified by the duration of the uncontrolla-

ble task. The implications of the results for Type A and

Depression theories vlere discussed in relation to GIass's

(1977, Glass and Carver, 1980a,b) theory, A11oy and Àbramson

(1979) and the weisz and Stipek (1982) Aistinction between

perceived contingency and perceived competence.

4.
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EFFECTS OF THE TYPE A BEHAVIOR PÀTTERN,
DEPRESSION, AND THE DURAT]ON OF NONCONTROL ON

THE TLLUSION OF CONTROL

The Type A behavior pattern has been described as "an ac-

tion-emotion complex that can be observed in any person who

is aggressively involved in a chronic, incessant struggle to

achieve more and more in less and less time, and, if re-

quired to do so, against the opposing efforts of other

things or persons" (Friedman & Rosenman, 1974, p. 67). Peo-

ple displaying this pattern are competitive, aggressive, de-

rnanding, restless, impatient and time-conscious (Sparacino,

1979). People are identified as Type As if they display a

Iarge number of these behaviors and as Type Bs if they dis-

play only a f ew of the behaviors (Jenkins, 1975) . I.7hile the

Type À behavior pattern has been linked to the incidence of

coronary heart disease, the psychological concomitants of

Type À behavior have received less attention. One major ex-

ception to this is the work of Glass (1977 ) and his col-

leagues. G1ass (1977 ) presented a great deal of evidence

that suggested that the "Type A individuals exert greater

efforts than Type B individuals to master stressful events

which they perceive as a threat to their sense of control"
(p. 7), and Glass and Carver (1980b) stated that "the Type A

is engaged in a continual struggle to maintain control" (p.

68). Glass did not, however, assess directly the subjects'

sense of control.
1-
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Alloy and Abramson (1979),

2

investigated the relationshiP

between depression and the illusion of control (Langer,

1975), and presented a methodology for assessing directly

subjects' beliefs about how much control they have in an am-

biguous situation. It was the goal of the present study to

use A11oy and Abramson's (1979) methodology to test theoret-

ical predictions derived from Glass (1975; GIass & Carver,

1980a,b). A further goal of this study was to replicate and

extend ÀIIoy and Abramson's (1979) results. Before describ-

ing the present, study, the relevant literature on the Type À

behavior pattern and the illusion of control is reviewed,

and the hypotheses tested are described.

Tvpe À behavior Pattern

Historv of the Tvpe A behavior Þattern

The Type A behavior pattern vras initialty used to label a

common behavioral style that was associated with the occur-

rence of coronary heart disease (f'riedman & Rosenman, 1974).

Traditional risk factors such as smoking, hypertension or

serum cholesterol levels were not adequate to predict many

cases of coronary heart disease (Jenkins, 1971, 1976) so

Friedman and Rosenman examined the behaviors exhibited by

coronary heart disease patients. On the basis of their ex-

amination they defined the Type A (coronary prone) behavior

pattern as "an action-emotion complex that can be observed

in any person who is aggressively involved in a chronic,
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incessant struggle to achieve more and more in less and less

time, and if required to do so, against the opposing ef-

forts of other things or other persons" (p. 67). People

displaying this pattern are competitive, aggressive, demand-

ing, restless, impatient and time conscious (Sparacino,

1979) People are identified as Type As if they display a

large number of these behaviors and as Type Bs if they dis-
play onllz a few of the behaviors (¡enkins , 1975).

In both prospective and retrospective studies the Type

e,/n variable has been shown to predict the incidence of cor-
onary heart disease, being more important than other risk
factors. This predictive relationship held for either of

the two major methods of Type a/A assessment, the structured

interview (Rosenman, Friedman, Straus, Wurm, Kositchek, Hahn

& Werthessan , 1964 ) and the Jenkins Àctivity Survey (JaS,

Jenkins, Rosenman & Friedmant 1967; Jenkins, Zyzanski & Ro-

senman, 1971¡ Zyzanski ç Jenkins, 1970). These assessment

methods are described in the next section. WhiIe originally
designed to predict the incidence of coronary heart disease,

the Type e/n variable has also been of interest to behavior-

al scientists in its own right. It is Lhe psychological di-
mensions of the Type A/B behavior pattern, rather than the

relation to coronary heart disease which was the focus of

the present research.
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Type ryþ Àssessment

There are two major methods for the assessment of Type

A/8. The first one developed vras the structured interview

(Rosenman et ê1, 1964). In this interview the subject is

asked 25 questions about competitiveness, time urgency and

hostility. The questions are deliberately phrased to create

a stressful atmosphere, with, for example, long pauses in

the middle of some questions,

from susceptible individuals.
to elicit stress reactions

Both the content and the

style of answers contribute to the assessment of the indi-

vidual as displaying the Type A or Type B behavior pattern.

As weIt, this technique defines three intermediate catego-

ries: Incompletely developed As and Bs, and Mixed A and B.

The st,ructured interview is a relatively reliable test, with

inter-rater agreements in the 75e" to 8seo range (Jenkins, Ro-

senman & Freidman,1968, Caffrey,1968, Keith, Lown & Store'

1965; Freidman, HeIlerstein, Eastwood & Jones, 1968). Re-

ports on test-retest reliability for the structured inter-

view indicated that 80eo of subjects received the same clas-

sification based on interviews 12 to 20 months apart

(Jenkins et â1, 1 968 ) .

The second major method for assessing the Type À/B behav-

ior pattern is the Jenkins Àctivity Survey (;eS, Jenkins et

âf, 1967; Jenkins et â1, 1971¡ Zyzanski & Jenkins, 1970).

The JAS consists of 54 items that are similar in content to

those used in the structured interview. The original scale
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(Form B) yields 3 additional scales, beyond the overall Type

A/8, These scales are labelled S (Speed and Impatience), H

(Hard-driving) and ¡ (.:o¡ Invol-vement, Zyzanski & Jenkins,

1970). These additional factors result from factor analy-

sis, and are not good predictors of later coronary heart

disease (Jenkins, Rosenman & Zyzanski, 1974). All four

scales are scored by applying an optimal weighting scheme to

the responses.

Form T, which deletes the Job Involvement questions,

designed for use with college students, and uses unit

weights rather than the discriminant weights used to score

Form B (Krantz, Glass & Snyder, 1974). Form T contains all

21 items of Form B that weight heavily for the overall A/B

scale, and furthermore uSeS a unit weighting format, which

yields better replicability than a factor analysis weighting

format (wainer , 1976; 1978).

1S

The test-retest reliability of the

period was .66 (Jenkins et âI, 1971).

of the JAS (rorm r) seems to be reliable

has been done to assess this. Glass (t

over a 2 to 16 week duration, onIY 9

classification from A to B or from B to

JASover a1 year

The student version

, even though little

977) reported that,

of 83 cases changed

A.

The JÀS and the structured interview do not seem

ure the same things. They agree on classification

of only 60eo to 70eo (Jenkins, 1978; Matthews' Krantz'

to meas-

at rat,es

Dembro-
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ski & McDougall, 1982). This lack of agreement is probably

because the Structured interview assesses speech style ' and

the JAS can only assess content (Matthews, 1982).

There are other methods for assessing the Type e'/B vatí-

able. The Framingham Type A scafe (Haynes, Feinleib & Kan-

ne1, 1980) has been related prospectively to coronary heart

disease incidence. Other scales which have not yet been

shown to predict coronary heart disease include the Sales

(1969) fype À measure and the Bortner Rating Scale (Bortner,

1e69) .

Psvcholoqical Research on Tvpe A,/B

This section focuses on the relationship between the Type

e/n variable and drive to control the environment. For a

more general treatment, Matthews (1982) provides an excef-

lent overall review of the research on the psychological di-

mensions of the Type e,/ø var iable.

Glass (1977; Glass & Carver, 1980a,b) stated that rype À

individuals are highly motivated to perceive that they con-

trol their environment. This statement is based on research

that related the Type A/B variable to the Learned Helpless-

ness effect (see Seligman, 1975 for a review of Learned

Helplessness theory and research). The term "learned help-

lessness" is used to describe a situation where experience

with noncontrol results in later deficits in problem-solving
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a loud noise might be delivered t'o

the subjects, who are led to believe that some response

would cause the noise to terminate' This belief is veridi-

cal for some subjects (ttre Escapable or Controllable condi-

tion) but not for others (Inescapable or Uncontrollable con-

dition ) . FoIIowing pretreatment, the test phase occurs '

using a different task, and all subjects can escape the

stressful stimulation. The subjects in the Inescapable con-

dition typically show deficits in the test phase, rêIative

to the subjects in the Escapable condition'

GIass (1977) reported a series of experiments that inves-

tigated the inLeraction between Control/Noncontrol and Type

A/8. In one experiment, G1ass (1977 ) reported that Type As

respond faster in a reaction time test following 12 trials

of inescapable noise t,han following 12 escapable noise tri-

a1s, while Type Bs show the reverse effect. Glass inter-

preted these results as indicating that', while Bs show de-

creased motivation to respond following brief inescapable

noise, Type Às are threatened by lack of control and are

more vigorous in their responses in an attempt to reassert

environmentaL control. In another experiment (Krantz et aI,

1g74, Experiment 1), 35 noise trials, either escapable or

inescapable, were followed by 18 escapable and avoidable

noise trials with a different manipulandum. An additional

variable, the intensity of the noise' slas also manipulated"

This experiment showed that under high stress levels' Type

-4
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As shors the learned helplessness escape deficit, while Bs do

not, and, under moderate streSs levelS, Type Bs show learned

helplessness and As do not. Glass (1977 ) suggested that As

distort uncontroLlability cues that are low in salience but

do not distort cues that are very salient. ThiS experimenL

was replicated using cognitive tasks in place of escape/a-

voidance tasks,

1977). Type As

condition.

with essentially the same results (GIass,

only showed deficits in the high salience

In sum then, G1ass (1977 ) suggested that short duration

uncontroll-able stress (e.g. 12 noise trials) causes Type As

to be hyper-responsive, while long duration, salient uncon-

trollabte stress causes Type As to be Iess responsive.

Glass & Carver (1980a,b) suggested further that this is due

to Type As being highly motivated to control the environ-

ment, and therefore tending initially to distort or deny

cues that signal the absence of control. Therefore Às would

be predicted to show little effect in a learned helplessness

paradigm. However, following extended pretreatment with sa-

lient uncontroltable stress the Type As would be predicted

to perceive accurat,ely the amount of control they have, and

to stop responding, demonstrating learned helplessness.

If Type As react to threats to their control by working

harder, then Type As should show better performance on tasks

when challenged by many interruptions than Type Bs. This

hypothesis $tas tested by Fazio, Cooper, Dayson and Johnson
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(1981) who gave Type A and Type B subjects a proofreading

task under single or mulLiple activity conditions. In the

single activity condition, subjects were only required to

proofread a manuscript. In the multiple activity condition,

subjects proofread the manuscript, tabulated the number of

occurrences of the word "object", and, at irregular inter-
vals, were asked to stop proofreading and solve anagrams.

The dependant variable of interest $ras the accuracy of

proofreading, that is, the number of errors found. Type As

and Bs, âs predicted, responded in opposite fashion to the

activity manipulation, with Bs performing best in the single

activity condition, and As performing best in the multiple

activity condition. Fazio et al (1981 ) interpreted these

results to suggest that Type Às responded to multiple de-

mands with an increased expenditure of effort so as to main-

tain their performance and therefore their sense of control,
while Type Bs did not attempt to reassert control by working

harder.

Matthews (1979) assessed differences between As and Bs in

attempts to control in both adults and children. Two ope-

rant schedules (FR7 and VR7) were used, with nickels used as

reinforcers for button pressing. the salience of the rein-
forcement was also manipulated. The latency to gain 31

nickels was measured, because Matthews assumed that shorter

latencies indicated increased attempts to control the deliv-
ery of reinforcers. In the FR condition no differences were



found between As and Bs. In the VR condition,

10

As and Bs

reacted oppositely, with As responding faster in the high

salience condition and slower in the low salience condition,

while Bs responded faster in the low salience condition than

in the high salience condition. The age of the subjects did

not interact with any other variable. Matthews (1979) con-

cluded that young and o1d Type As respond to loss of control

by increasing efforts to reassert control. However, Mat-

thews (1979) assumed that FR7 and VR7 schedules differ in

the degree of control. Whether they did differ in degree of

control is, in fact, a matter of definition. The primary

difference between FR7 and VR7 schedules is one of predict-

ability rather than actual controllability. It may be that

predictability leads Lo the perception of control, or it may

be that the predictability of the outcome was the critical

variable. The Matthews (1979) experiment did not distin-

guish between these two possibilities.

LovalIo and Pishkin (1980) administered uncontrollable

noise to Type À and Type B males during either a difficult

or an easy cognitive task. They reported a Learned HeIp-

Iessness type interference effect only with the Type Bs that

experienced the difficult task. However, the aversive noise

in this experiment was not contingent on the subjects' task

performance, in contrast to the studies reported by Glass

(1977 ) where an escape paradigm was used. Furthermore, sub-

jects were told that the noise v¡as uncontrollable. There-



f.ore, rather than failing

sults onlY strengthen the

the Performance of TYPe As

irrelevant distractors'

11

to support Glass (1977), these re-

argument (razio et â1, 1981) that

is Iess disruPted bY extraneous'

In One attempt to assess more directly the subjects per-

ceptions of control, Brunson & Matthews (1981) examined the

verbal lzaLions of Type A and Type B subjects during exposure

tounsolvablediscriminationproblems.Foronehalfofthe
subjects the salience of the failure to solve the problems

was increased by having them record the "correct" and " in-

correct,, answers. Type ÀS in the high salience condition

used more ineffective strategies than Type As in the moder-

ate salience condition, or Type Bs in either condition'

Furthermore'highsalienceTypeÀsandmoderatesalience
Type Bs showed a decrease in the effectiveness of the prob-

Iem-solving strategies they used as rthey experienced more

failure Problems. Brunson and Matthews ( 1 981 ) concluded

that this experiment demonstrated that Type Às and Type Bs

cope differentty with uncontrollable events'

Àswit'hmostoftheresearchreviewedinthissection'

the Brunson and Matthews (1981) results indirectly supported

G1ass' (1977) hypothesis that Type As are sensitive to

threatstotheirperceivedcontroloftheenvironment.The
Iearnedhelp}essnessparadigmisatbestanindirectassess-
mentoftheamountofcontrolthesubjectsbelievethey
have.Thejudgementofcontrolexper.iments,describedin
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the next section, present a more direct method of assessing

perceived control '

Judqement of Control

Control of an outcome is usuallyr defined as the differ-

ence between the probability of the outcome given the occur-

rence of a particular response and the probability of the

outcome given the absence of the particular response (e'g'

Jenkins & ward, 1965; SeIigman, 1975). Therefore, the de-

gree of control can range from 1 through 0 to -1. The best

examples of the different degrees of control come from the

animal learning tradition, with a continuous reinforcement

schedule (Cnf') having a 1.0 degree of control, classical

conditioning paradigms having 0 control and a differential

reinforcement of other behavior schedule (onO) exemplifying

a situation with -1.0 control. However, in the usual usage'

which is followed here, the dimension of control is bounded

by 0 and 1, with, for example cRF and DRO schedules being

termed controllable situations, and classical aversive or

appetitive schedules being termed uncontrollable situations.

r Glass (1977; Glass & Carver, 1980a,b; Glass & Singer,
1972) aefined control as the perceived contingencY between
acts and outcomes. This usage is not maintained in this
discussion due to the potential for confusion that results
irã* iãifing to discriminate between the actual experimen-
tal sítuatiõn (e.g. a button press results in noise off-
set) and thã suUiect's perception of t,he situation (e.9.
iñ. subject belleves no response would turn off the
noise). If both of these examples are true in the same

ã*p.riment, then it is ambiguous to saY-that !þ" situation
is controliable or not contiollable, ít the GIass defini-
tion is accepted.
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Often fractional amounts of control are transformed to per-

centages, and this usage is maintained in the following dis-

cussion.

The accuracy of subjects' perceptions of control is of

theoretical interest to many areas of research, especially

the learned helplessness area. This has resulted in a number

of studies that attempted to assess the accuracy of judge-

ments of control.

Inhelder & Piaget (1958) investigated children's concepts

of correlation. They reported that young children (approxi-

mately -10 years old) tended to identify correctly conf irming

and disconfirming cases2. Older children correctly combined

the two types of confirming cases (e.g. blue eyes/btond hair

and brovrn eyes/brovrn hair) and the two types of disconf irm-

ing cases (e.g. blue eyes/bror¡n hair and brown eyes/blond

hair), and by 14 or 15 years most children correctly based

their judgement of correlation on the difference between the

proportion of confirming cases and the proportion of discon-

firming cases. However, it is not clear whether Inhelder

and Piaget's subjects were using proportions or frequencies,

because balanced designs were used in aII cases (..9. 50eo

blue eyes and 50eo brown eyes). Therefore, aS Jenkins and

Ward (1965) pointed out, frequency counts alone could have

Ied to spurious "correct reasoning".

2 Subjects were shown a set of pictures of
or brown eyes and blond or brown hair,
about the relationship between hair and eye

faces with blue
and were asked
c01our.
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Jenkins & Ward (1965), in research not related to Learned

Helplessness, examined contingency tracking ability. Their

resufts suggested that people are not accurate in assessing

contingency, but rather tend to use the number of success

trials as an index of amount of control'

Langer (1975) used tasks such as lotteries and demon-

strated an illusion of control. She defined illusion of

control as "an expectancy of a personal Success probability

inappropriately higher than the objective probability would

warrant" (p. 31 1 ). In six experiments, Langer showed that

the introduction of skiII factors such as choice, competi-

tion, familiarity or involvement into a chance task caused

subjects to have more confidence in their chance to win'

For example, in Experiment 2, subjects vrere either allowed

to choose t,heir oltn ticket on a small ($50) lottery or were

given a ticket by the experimenter. When asked just before

the lottery draw what value they placed on their ticket, the

subjects in the choice condition wanted an average of $8.67'

while the no-choice subjects only wanted an average of

$1.96. CleatLy, choosing a lottery ticket altered the pay-

back odds, at least subjectivelY.

Other, similar experiments demonstrated that competition,

involvement in the lottery and familiarity with the lottery

elements aIl affected the value subjects placed on their

tickets. The effect of these variables v¡as to make the

tickets more valuable if the subject performed tasks that

are typically perceived as controlling.

l¡,
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I,anger & Roth (1975) used a coin-toss, the classical

random binary number generator, and showed that prediction

of a coin-toSs was not always perceived as a random event.

They showed that early successes in predicting the outcome

of a coin-toss led subjects to believe that they could pre-

dict outcomes at better than chance rates' even though they

had only experienced 50eo accuracy of prediction.

À11oy & Âbramson (1979) assessed subjects' judgements of

contingency between responses and outcomes. In their first

experiment, subjects attempted to control the onset of a

Iight by either pressing or not pressing a button. Follow-

ing 40 trials on this task, the subjects were asked to judge

how much control they had over the light onset. Subjects

actually had 25,50, or 75eo control, and their judgements of

control vrere relatively accurate, although the subjects in

the 2Seo control condition were least accurate, and erred by

overestimating the degree of control. From these results,

ÀIloy & Àbramson (1979) concluded that subjects could esti-

mate accurately the amount of control they had, in contrast

to Jenkins & Ward's (1965) conclusion.

In Experiment 2, AIIoy & Abramson (1979) administered one

of two uncontrollable schedules to the subjects. One sched-

ule had a high rate of light onset and the other had a low

rate, but in neither schedule could the subjects control

Iight onset" The high rate schedule resulted in a larger
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males. This finding
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, particularly for non-depressed3 sub-

ialIy strong effect on non-depressed fe-

of differential illusion of control be-

tween dePressed and non-depressed subjects was further

examined in ExPeriments 3 and 4'

In Experiment 3, À1loy & Abramson (1979 ) administered an

uncontrollable schedule to depressed and non-depressed sub-

jects and told them either that they vrere winning money with

each light onset , ot that they were losing money each time

the 1ight did not illuminate. No differences were found in

judgement of control in the money-losing condition, but in

the money-winning condition, non-depressed subjects reported

having more control t,han depressed subjects. In Experiment

4 | sub jects vrere given a 50eo control schedule under either

the money-winning or the money-losing condition. In this

situation, non-depressed subjects did not differ from de-

pressed subjects in the money-winning condition, but in the

Iosing condition, non-depressed subjects thought they had

Iess control than they actually did have, whereas the de-

pressed subjects accurately judged the degree of control.

3 Depression in these studies was defined-by the Pubjects'
""-oru" 

on the Beck Depression Inventory (B?i-, 
. Beck r_ Ward,

Mendelson, Mock & Erbaugn, 1961¡ Beck, 1967 ) in Experi-
ments 1 and 2 or both the Beck Depression Inventory and
ffre-¡,fuftiple Af fect Adjective Check List (Ue¡Cr,, Zuckerman
i iuuin, igøs) in expeiiments 3 and 4. Scores on the Beck
O.õiã""íon Inventory of more than 9 indicated depression'
as did scores of *-ot. than 14 on the Multiple Af fect Ad-
jective Checklist.
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Taken together, these studies suggested to ÀIloy & Abram-

son (1979) that, while people can judge the contingency be-

tween acts and outcomes, they often do not do 50 accurately.

The errors were related to characteristics of the outcome

and the subject's mood.

There is one very interesting side issue in the A1loy &

Àbramson (1979) report, concerning the affecLive changes

that result from experiencing noncontrol. A11oy & Abramson

(1979) measured affective state in a Pre-Post design using

the Multiple Af fect Adjective Checklist (uaeCf,, Zttckerman &

Lubin , 1965 ) in Experiments 3 and 4, and report that "on all

three of the affect measures, depressed students showed at

least as great an enhancement of mood in the win condition

as the non-depressed students, if not greater" (p. 468).

While true, this statement is quiLe misleading, for their
data (their Figure 8, p. 467) clearly show that, in the mon-

ey-winning condition, depressed subjects show euphoric

changes while non-depressed subjects show dysphoric changes.

Similar resul-ts vrere f ound in Experiment 4. This dif f eren-

tial response to noncontrol could be due to regression to-
wards the mean, but if that were the case, one would expect

the same results to have been found in the money-losing con-

dition as well, and they were not.

It is interesting that the condition that produced the

Iargest difference in control judgement also produced the

greatest difference in mood changes. It is possible that
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were reacting affectivelY to a

frustrating task but were not processing the information

sufficiently to allow them to assess the degree of control

accurately. Indeed, there could be a relationship, poSSibIy

causal, between the degree of affective response to uncon-

trollable tasks and accuracy of judgement of control.

In sum then, Jenkins & !üard (1965), Langer (1975) and

Langer & Roth (1975) suggested that humans are not realIy

accurate in their assessment of the controllability of a

situation. Àlloy & Abramson (1979) suggested that the er-

rorS of control assessment are primarily found in situations

where there is no actual control. Furthermore, a number of

variables are suggested to influence the magnitude of the

illusion of control, including number of success trials

(Jenkins & !.7ard, 1965), presence of skiII eLements (Langer,

1975), order of successes and failures (Langer & Roth,

197S), depression and, possibly, affective response (aItoy &

Àbramson , 1979).

Glass (1977; Glass & Carver, 1980a,b; Glass 6, Singer,

1972) stated that Type À individuals have a high drive to

control t,he environment, and that Type As, when faced with

an uncontrotlable situation, initially distort their percep-

tions of the situation to heighten their sense of control.

However, the evidence for these assertions was only indi-

rect, relying on the transfer paradigm of Learned Helpless-

ness experiments (GIass, 1977). These experiments demon-
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of Type As that

were compatible with the hypotheses, but they did not demon-

strate altered perceptions of control on the part of Type A

individuals. Given this ambiguity, alternate explanations

are equally tenable. For example, the Type A subjects might

not be altering their perceptions of control, but, aS Frank-

el and Snyder (1978) suggest, might be protecting their

self-esteem by working hard when exposed to short-duration

uncontrollabi 1 i tY.

Therefore, the present study tested directly whether or

not Type As differ from Type Bs in perception of control,

using the judgement of control task of ÀIIoy and Abramson

(1979). The subjects' judgements of control were assessed

using the scale designed by A1loy and Abramson (1979) and

presented in Appendix B. The duration of the uncontrollable

task was varied, as Glass (1977 ) predicted that Type As

would show greater illusions of control than BS following

short exposure to uncontrollability, and less illusion than

Bs following extended exposure to uncontrollabitity. The

effects of the uncontrollable task on the subjects' mood was

also assessed , given À1-Ioy and Abramsonr s (1979 ) observa-

tions. The subjects' current state of depression was as-

sessed, for two reasons. First, AIIoy and Abramson (1979)

reported different magnitudes of illusion of control between

depressed and nondepressed subjects, and this effect should

be replicable. Second, it vras possible that current depres-
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sion state would interact with the Type A/B rating, given

that both variables vrere individually predicted to affect

the judgement of control. If Depression and Type e/A ðo in-

teract, then it would also be predicted that the task dura-

tion would interact s¡ith the Ðepression and Type e/S vati-

ables.

Hvpotheses

The following hypotheses vrere the major ones to be tested

in this study.

The Type e/v variable and task duration would inter-

act to affect the judgement of control. These hy-

potheses follow from GIass (1977).

a) In the short task conditions (i.e., 16 and 32 tri-

als) Type Às would show larger illusions of con-

trol than Bs.

b) rn the long task condition (i.e., 48 trials) Type

Às would show less illusion of control than Bs.

c) The As in the short task condition would show

larger illusions of control than Às in the long

task condition.

There would be a negative correlation between the

magnitude of the i]lusion of control and mood change.

That is, negative (dysphoric) mood changes would be

associated with larger illusions of control. This

hypothesis was suggested by the ÀIloy and Abramson

(1979\ dat,a.

.1.

2.
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The Depression effects and Sex effects observed by

AIloy and Abramson (1979) would be replicated. Spe-

cifically, females wiII be somewhat more susceptible

to the illusion of controf than males, and nonde-

pressed subjects will be much more susceptible than

the depressed subjects.

The Depression effects on the illusion of control ob-

served by Al1oy and Abramson (1979) would be modified

by the duration of the uncontrollable situation.

The f ollowing exper iment vlas conducted

potheses.

to test these hy-

Method

Subiects 
..1

One hundred ninety-eight Introductory Psychology students

were recruited for this experiment, 95 males and 103 fe-

males. Thirteen subjects were dropped due to failure to an-

slrer questions on the scales, failing to respond in the JOC

task, always responding in the Joc task or for giving con-

tradictory ansvters on the JOC scale, leaving a total sample

size of 185, of which 89 $tere males and 96 were f emale.

Subjects received course credit for participation in the ex-

per iment .

a
J.

4.
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Apparatus

Àn Apple II+ computer and PDPE-A computer connected to an

I room experimental suite were used to control the stimulus

presentations and to monitor the subjects' responses. Eight

small grey boxes (S x 7 cm) were used to hold a green (cue)

and a red (reinforcement) light emitting diode each. Eight

13" Sony TV monitors were used to display the feedback, and

eight hand switches were used to collect the subjects' re-

spon5eS.

The scales used in this experiment were the Jenkins Ac-

tivity survey (class, 1977), the MuItip1e Àffect Adjective

Checklist (uaeCr,, Zuckerman & Lubin, 1965), the Beck Depres-

sion Inventory (eot , Beck et â1. , 1 961 ) , the State Ànger

Scàle (SaS, Spielberg€r, Jacobs, RusseIl, & Crane, 19BZ) and

the Judgement of Control scale (,¡OC, ÀIIoy & Abramson,

19791. These scales are presented in Appendix À.

Procedure

Phase 1 Pretask measures. Eight subjects were seated in

separate rooms at a table in front of a TV monitor and the

box with the red and green lights. ExperimentaÌ credit

cards yrere signed (t credit) and subjects were then asked to

fiII out the JAS, BDI, MAACL, & State Anger scales. Sub-

ject,s vrere assured of the confidentiality of their respon-

ses, and were not asked to give any identifying information
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( i . e. name, student number ) . Thi s part of the experiment

Iasted approximatelY 20 minutes.

Phase 2z Li-qht Onset Control. The instructions f or the

task were read to the subjects through an intercom system

(see appendix B). Subjects received 16, 32 or 48 trials of

the control task, in which they attempted to control the on-

set of the red "correct" Iight by either pressing or not

pressing the handswitch. Each time the "correct" light was

turned on incremented the subject'S score by 5, with a Score

of 2.5 times the number of trials or more yielding an addi-

tional experimental credit. The salience of the score was

enhanced by displaying tr+srr on the TV monitor in front of

each subject on each "correct" trial.

Each trial commenced with the green "cue" Iight being

turned on for three seconds. During this time subjects had

the option of pressing or not pressing the button on the

handswitch. Following the three second cue period, the red

"correct " I ight $¡as turned on, according to a 50e" Schedule.

Separate 50eo schedules vrere used f or button-press and non-

press trials, to prevent serendipitous "control" that might

otherwise have resulted from a particular sequence of press-

eS and non-presses. AIl I subjects run at one time received

the same task duration. All subjects in the experiment

"earned" 1 additional experimental credit.
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FoIIowing the light onset

control task subjects vtere asked to fill out the Judgement

of Control scale, the MAÀCL, and the State Anger scale.

These measures assessed the dependent variables of interest

in this study. The Judgement of Control- scale assessed the

subjects' perceptions of the amount of control they had over

red light onset, their perceptions of the number of rein-

forced trials, and the proportions of press and not press

trials that resulted in reinforcement. The Phase 3 MAÀCL

and SAS scafes allowed assessment of mood changes that oc-

curred during Phase 2. The additional experimental credit

was given at the end of this phase and the subjects were

completely debriefed.

Variable and Group Construction

Several variables were constructed from the raw data.

Sca1e scores were calculated for the BDI and the Jenkins Ac-

tivity Survey, âs well as the pre and post test MÀACL subs-

cales (HostiIity, Anxiety and Depression), and the State Àn-

ger scale. Two new variables were also constructed from the

JOC scale. guestion 3 and 4 of the JOC scale assess the

subject's estimates of the conditional probabilities of re-

ceiving reinforcement following pressing (Question 3) or not

pressing (Question 4) the button. Control is usually (..9.,

SeIigman, 1975) defined as the difference between these two

probabilities and therefore a variable gtas constructed to
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represent the subject's judgements of these probabilities.

This variable was constructed as the absolute value of the

difference between the estimates of the probabilities of re-

inforcement from questions 3 and 4 of the JoC scale. This

variable vras labeIled Conditional Probability Judgement

(Cp¡) and represents a measure of how the subject perceives

and reports the differential effects of responding and not

responding.

The CPJ variable, while useful intuitively, was statisti-

caIly unsuitable due to having an exponential distribution

resulting from the absolute vafue term in its definition.

Therefore, a second variable was constructed as the differ-

ence between the sub ject' s globa1 control judgments (.:OC )

and the judgement of conditional probabilities (Cp¡). This

new variable, labelled Judgement Discrepancy (,¡o), was much

more suitable for statistical analysis. Conceptually, the

JD variable represents how much the two assessments of con-

trol (¡OC and CPJ) differ. Therefore, if two groups of sub-

jects yielded equal JOC scores, but the JD variables are

different, it can be concluded that one group yielded CPJ

scores that were lower than those yielded by the other

group. Group differences on either JOC or CPJ scores would

be evidence for differential illusions of control.

Due to the

ment scores ( i

ables defines

tive relationship among

JOC=CpJ+JD), an analysis

the three judge-

of any two vari-
Therefore, analy-

addi

ê

the analysis of the third.
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sis of JOC and JD in a MÀNOVA yielded the same information

as analyzing JOC and CPJ, while avoiding the CPJ variable

with its unfortunate distribution.

Subjects were divided into nine groups on the basis of

BDI and Jenkins Activity Survey scores. The distributions

of each variable were divided into three ranges. The BDI

distribution vlas divided into low nondepressed (Low-Non,

scores O-3.5) , Medium Nondepressed (l¿ed-Non ' scores 3.5-8.5)

and Depressed (Oepr, Scores 8.5+). The cutoff between B and

9 corresponds to the cutoffs used by Àlloy and Abramson

(1979, 1982) to divide subjects into depressed and nonde-

pressed groups. The split between Low and Medium nonde-

pressed groups resuLts in groups of approximately equal

size.

The subjects v¡ere also divided into three equal groups

based on Jenkins Activity Survey scores, following the rec-

ommendations of Glass and Carver (1980a). The cutoff values

used in this study were similar to those used by Brunson and

Matthews (1981). Glass, Snyder and HoIlis (1974) also used

a three way split, but did not report scale scores. The

groups formed for the present study were Type As (scores

8.5+, Medium As (scores 4.5-8.5) and Type Bs (scores 0-4.5).
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Results

This experiment was conducted to test three main hypoth-

eses. First, based on Glass ( 1 977) , it was hypothesized

Lhat Type AS, relative to BS, would show larger illusions of

control following brief experience with uncontroll-ability

and smaller illusions following extended experience with un-

controllability. Second, f ol-Iowing AIloy and Abramson

(1979) , it r,¡as hypothesized that male subjects relative to

femal-e subjects and depressed subjects relative to nonde-

pressed subjects would more accurately judge their degree of

control. The effects of the Trials variable v¡ere also of

interest here, because of possible interactive effects of

Sex, Depression and amount of experience with uncontroll-

ability. Finally, it was hypothesized that the magnitude of

the illusion of controf would be inversely related to the

magnitude of mood change following experience with the un-

controllable situation.

The data were analyzed using MANOVA (with significant ef-

fects tested with univariate ANOVÀ and Tukey's HSD post hoc

tests), for the Type A, Sex, Depression and Trials hypoth-

eses. Since it ?ras impossible to conduct the full Type A x

Depression x Sex x Trials analysis due to missing cells (g

cells with no subjects and 5 with n=1 ), three separate MANO-

VAs were used to test these hypotheses. Therefore, the Type

A x Depression, the Type À x Sex x Trials and the Depression

x Sex x Trials analyses Ytere conducted with JOC and JD as

the dependent variables.
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The mood change hypotheses were tesi:ed using repeated

measures MANOVÀ, correlation and covariance analyses. The

variables used for the analyses were JOC, JD, Sex, Tria1s,

Type À, Depression and a set of factors resulting from a

principal Components Ànalysis (pce) .

Mood Chanqes. Before analyzing for effects on the mood

variables (the MÀACL subscales Ànxiety, Hostility, and De-

pression and the State Anger Scale), a dimension reduction

analysis was conducted. Principal Component Analyses (pCa)

were conducted separately on the Pre-test and Post-test mood

scores. The results of this analysis, presented in Table 1,

suggested strongly that the three MAACL subscales measure

virtually the same dimension. This vras indicated by the

high and equal loadings for the Anxiety, Hostility, and De-

pression scales on the first eigenvector (eigenvalues 2.60

pre-test and 2.79 post-test). The analysis also suggested

that the Anger scale measured an independent dimension from

that measured by the MAACL. The second dimension was only

marginally significant statistically (eigenvalues .919 pre-

test and .752 post-test), but the high, uDique weighting for
the Anger scale on the second eigenvector suggested strong

independence of the Anger and MÀÀCL scores.

Based on the results of the PCA, three new variables vrere

constructed. Given the identical weights of the MAACL subs-

cales, a unit weighting scheme (wainer, 1976, 1978) was used

to construct Mood Pretest and Mood Post-test scores by sum-
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Table I
Principle Components Analysis

A Pre-Test -- Hostility, Anxiety, Depressíon and Anger

Post-Test -- Hostility, Anxiety, Depression and Anger

Eigenvalues

Variance ProPortion

1

2.60

.651

2

.919

.230

3

.314

.078

4

.r64

.041

Eigenvectors

Pre-test HostilitY

Pre-test f)epression

Pre-test AnxietY

Pre-test Anger

t

.549

.574

.564

.226

2

.052

.186

.t47

.970

3

-.811

.2L5

.539

.079

4

-.197

.768

-.608

.045

Eigenvalues

Variance Proportion

I

2.79

.700

2

.752

.188

3

.316

,079

4

.r44

.036

Eigenvectors

Pre-test Hostility
Pre-test Depressíon

Pre-test Anxiety
Pre-test Anger

1

.529

.549

.539

.359

2

.047

.299

.26r

.9T7

Ðr)

-.8r9

.169

.524

.r62

4

21,8

762

606

065
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ming the Anxiety, Hostility and Depression subscale scores

for Pre and Post-test. A change score (Uood Change) was

also calculated as Mood Post-test minus Mood Pretest to aS-

sess direction and magnitude of mood changes. SimilarIy' a

change Score for the Ànger variable (anger Change) was also

calculated.

Based on results reported by AIloy and Àbramson (1979),

it !,¡as hypothesized that subjects showing large dysphoric

mood changes would also show large illusions of controL.

This hypothesis vIaS not supported in two tests. First, cor-

relation analysis showed no relationship between Mood Change

and JOC (rrro = -.02r Íts) or JD (r.lro = -03, ns). Second,

multiple regression analysis showed no relationship between

either JOC or JD and Mood Post-test, if Mood Pre-test was

controlled (J[OC3Frrrar = 1.36, 9<.25ì JD: Frr.ral = .10, ns).

Similarly, Do relationship was found between Anger Change

and JOC (r',ro = .005, DS) or JD (r.lto = .07, ns)' or between

JOC and JD and Anger Post-test when Pretest Anger was con-

trolled (;OC3 Flrrsl = .22, ns; JD:FrrrBl =.05, ns).

In addition I a multivariate repeated measures ANOVÀ was

performed, using Mood and Anger scores from pre and post-

test as dependent variables, and Sex and Trials as indepen-

dent variables. The MÀNOVA table is presented in Table 2

Nei'.her Sex nor TriaIs accounted for a significant propor-

tion of the variance (Sex: Fz, tz a = 2-25, P < .109; Trials:

F+, s s e = .77 , nS) but the Sex x Trial interaction l¡as margi-
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na11y significant (Fo, rou = 2.05, P<.087) . Examination of

the univariate tests for this interaction revealed that this

effect was due to the Mood scores (Fr, rrn = 3.88, P<.023)

and not the Ànger scores (Fr,rr" = .73, ns). Figure 1 pres-

ents the Sex x Trials interaction on the Mood score, where

it can be seen that the males in the 32 and 48 trial condi-

tions were slightly happier than the males in the 16 trial

condition, while for females the pattern v¡as reversed. How-

ever, none of the pairwise comparisons r'tere signif icant by

Tukey's HSD test.

The repeated measures MÀNOVÀ reveal-ed a significant dif-
ference between pre and post test scores (Prrrru = 19.06, p

ence on the Mood scores (Fl,.,rg = 37.34, p < .001) but no

difference on Anger scores (Ft,tt, = 1.02, p

mean Mood-Pretest score was 30.80 while the mean post test
score was 35.25t indicating a reliable tendency for all sub-

jects to exhibit a negative mood shift following the JOC

task. However, this pre-post effect did not interact even

marginally with any of the between subjects variables.

To summarize the results of the analyses of the mood

variables, four findings emerged. First, the PCA showed

that the MAÀCL measured only one dimension of negative af-
fect. Second, no relationship was found between changes in

mood and illusion of control. Third, although all subjects

becàme more dysphoric following the JOC task, Do differen-
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CI MALE

. FEMALE

TRIALS

Figure I

Sex by Trials Interaction on Mood Scores
Combined Pretest and Posttest

16 32 48
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Sex x

x Sex

2,L78
t,t79
1,179

4.356
2,t79
2,t'19

4,356
2,t79
2,t79

2,178
1,179
1,179

2,t78
t,t79
1,179

4,356
2,1.79
2,t79

4,356
2,179
2.r79

E

2.25
.04

3.78

nn.t I

.45
1.45

2.05
3.88

.lJ

l 9.06
37.34

1.02

.78
1.0?

.11

.98
t.25

.86

P

.1083

.8342

.0533

.5435

.6387

.2363

.0864

.0224

.4837

.0001

.0001

.3t44

.4597

.301?

.7370

.4184

.2893

.4231

.8420

.9173

.5399

fable 2
Trials Repeated Measures MANOVA on

Mood Pre- and Post-Tests

df

Multivariate
MAACL
Anger

iì:lììr.. Multivariate
¡.r*f,: MAACL
j..ìì:*": Anger

'.:..]lr::.:.,::{rials x Sex
"'i,.,:, " Multivariate
r,,:ìi:n.:. MAACL
i::.f.¡. r\nger

.::.:..i,Pre-Post
:r'j.,::.:' Multivariate
:.ì:.:.. MAACL

'..ì Anger
i,,,,,i,,:,,,

,',ì,..l',,,Pre-Post x Sex

l. Multivaliate
,, ,,,,, MAACL

I Anger

:::r.ì :

r.l:.:.,:ììl Pre-Post x Trials
r.rrì..., Multivariate
r-1,"'t MAAC[,

¡\nger
:..::r'..

l::ì: .:

Pre-Post x Triais
¡,1,':.,1. Mullivariate

',rr, MAACL
.t,,.:¡r, Anger

.35

.02
62
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tial changes were found as a result of either Sex of subject

or duration of experience with the JOC task. Finally, a

marginal Sex x Trials interaction was observed, but this was

probabJ-y due to sampling error, because no differential ef-

fect was found on pre and post test assessments. In other

words, the observed Sex x Trials effect was found on pretest

and post test equally, and therefore the effect could not be

due to any experimental manipulation.

Tvpe À Effects. The hypothesis that Type Às and Type Bs

would show different effects of the Trials variable h'as

tested by examining the TríaIs x X/A interaction effect of

the MANOVA. This effect was nonsignificant (Ft,t.t = 1.38).

Therefore, the prediction from GIass (1977 ) was not support-

ed. However I a signif icant Type À ef fecr- was observed

(Fo,.uo = 3.22, p <.013). Univariate tests determined the

difference to be primarily on the JD variable (Fz, t t u =

4.80, p < .010), with the group differences on JOC to be

only marginal (Er,.,z a = 2.98, P < .054). Tukey's post hoc

test showed that Bs scored lower on JD than did Medium and

High Às, with no reliable pairwise difference on JOC. Be-

cause low JD Scores indicate JOC and CPJ Scores that are

very similar, this result suggests that the B's 91oba1

judgements of control (jOC) are more closely tied to their

perceptions of the conditionat probabilities (Cp.l) than

those of the Medium and High As. Tab1e 3 presents the means

from this analysis.
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Table 3
Means for Trials x Sex x Type A/B

Type A/B

Low Medium High X

16 Trials
Male

JOC
JD

Female
JOC
JD

18.50
1.17

39.25
3.s8

54.19
33.75

36.92
i 1.33

24.78
3.44

56.67
17.67

38.74
18.65

40.1 5
8.59

32 Trials
Male

JOC
JD

Female
JOC
JD

29.00
5.63

36.s0
1 1.08

47.00
33.90

41.85
18.1 5

39.91
29.73

27.10
9.70

39.34
24.52

3s.80
13.31

48 Trials
Male

JOC
JD

Female
JOC
JD

39.00
26.20

27.90
8.30

36.40
21 .30

22.73
3.87

38.07
2 3.50

31 .33
25.89

37.66
23.21

26.53
11.00

X Low Medium High Grand Mean

JOC
JD

32.57
8.34

39.86
20.03

34.25
19.11

36.07
16.40
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.Sex., Depression and Trial Effects. WhiIe A1loy & Abram-

son (1979) reported that males showed less of an illusion of

control than females, the present data shows a somewhat dif-

ferent result. The reliable Sex effect (F 2 r i 6 6 = 4.30, p

.016) was due to a difference on JD (Ft, t u

.010) and not to differences on JOC (F.r,.l ur =

7 = 6.96, P

.92, ns). The

males showed higher JD scores than the females (Means: Males

= 22.04, Females = 11.17). Therefore, because no differenc-
es h¡ere f ound between males and f emal-es in global control
judgements, females showed less accurate conditional prob-

ability judgements. The direction of the male-female dif-
ference in JD scores suggests that the females' global con-

trol judgements are more closely tied to their perceptions

of act-outcome contingency than are males' judgements.

Depression did not relate significantly to the illusion
of control (Fo,.r, = .84, ns), but the linear Trials x De-

pressioninteractionwasre1iabIe(Fo,..,=3.37,p<

Neither variable yielded a significant univariate effect.
This interaction, graphed in Figure 2, indicates that the

three Depression groups yielded different patterns of trials
effects. Figure 2, which shows the JOC and CPJ variables,

illustrates that the Depressed group shows a pattern of de-

creasing JOC and CPJ with increasing trials, while the Low-

Nondepressed group shows JOC and CPJ scores that are not af-
fected by increased trials. The Medium Nondepressed group

shows stable JOC scores as in the Low Nondepressed pattern,
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Depressed group Pattern.

ables have dif ferent sensi

pressed mood.
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with increasing trials as in the

This suggests that the two vari-

tivities to the effects of de-

A significant Iinear Trials effect v¡as found (Fr, t uu =

5.65, p < ,005) with subjects showing less illusion of con-

trol with increasing trials. Again, neither univariate ef-

fect vtas reliable. Figure 2 shows that the Trials main ef-

fect needs to be interpret.ed with caution given the

significant Tria1s x Depression effect.

Summary. The analysis of the results yielded the follow-

ing findings. First, the MAÀCL was shown to measure only

one dimension of affect. Second, the subjects' mood shifted

negatively during the JOC task. Third, DO relationshiP was

found between mood changes and the magnitude of the illusion

of control. Fourth, while an overall fype e/n effect or i]-

lusion of control was found, the Type A/B by Trials interac-

tion on the illusion of control, predicted from Glass (1977,

G}ass & Carver, 1980arb), was not found in this study.

Fifth, a Sex effect on illusion of control was found on the

JD variable, and finally, a reliable Depression by Trial ef-

fect on illusion of control Yras observed.
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Depression

Low-Non

Med-Non

Depressed

JOC

o

E

^,

CPJ

o

I

^

48

52

44

36

32

J

U

D

G

E

D 28

24

20

16

12

c
o
N

T

R

o
L

40

TRIALS

Figure 2

Trials by Depression Interaction
JOC and CPJ
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Di scuss i on

This experiment yielded several interesting findings.

Following a short discussion of the concept of accuracy of

control judgements, the minor findiDgs, which vrere the fac-

tor structure of the MAACL and the relationship between the

MÀACL and the State Anger Sca}e, will be briefly discussed'

Then the conclusions drawn from the tests of. the major hy-

potheses wiIl be discussed. FinaIly, a summary and integra-

tion will be Presented.

Accuracy of control iudqements

There have been several operational definitions of

judgements of controf. Langer and Roth (1975)

coin-toss prediction experiment defined predictions of near

50eo as accurate, with higher predictions indicat'ing iIlu-

sions of control. Alloy and Abramson (1979) defined accu-

rate judgements of control as ansvters to Question 1 of the

JOC scale (See Àppendix À' Form 5) that corresponded to ob-

jective difference between the probabilities of reinforce-

ment given responding and not responding. The present ex-

periment used two measures of control judgements, either of

which could be accurate or inaccurate. The first measure

used here (¡OC) was the same as Alloy and Abramson's, and

the second measure used (Cp,:) was t'he control estimate that

resulted from the subjects' assessment of the conditional

probabilities that represented tlne act/outcome contingen-

accurate

in their
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cies. High scores on either JOC or CPJ indicated inaccurate

control judgements, because the objective

was zero. Therefore, in this experiment,

ments refer to control judgements that are

jective amount of control that the subject

amount of controf

accurate judge-

close to the ob-

had.

MAACL factor structure

When both the pre and post test MAÀCL scores were subjected

to Principal Components AnaIysis, only one factor emerged.

Each MÀÀCL subscale contributed equally to this factor, and

the structure was consistent between pre and post test. One

conclusion that can be drawn from this finding is that the

MÀÀCL does not contain three different subscales (enxietY,

Hostility, and oepression), as it was designed to do (zuck-

erman & Lubin, 1965), but rather measures only one dimen-

sion. This is not to say that the MÀACL is not a valid

measure of negative affect, but rather that the AnxietY,

Hostility and Depression subscales all measure the same di-

mension of affect.

This finding corresponds with the conclusions drawn by

Howarth and Schokman-Gates (1981) and has two implications

f or research usÍng the M.A,ACL. Fi rst , researchers should be

avrare that, while anxiety, hostility and depression are con-

ceptually different constructs, the MAACL does not seem to

differentiate among them. Secondly, the researcher should

be vrary of interpreting differences on subscales, or of
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group differences on one subscale but not on another. The

results of t,his study argue strongly that the MAACL measures

only one dimension, that of negative affect (Howarth and

Schokman-Gates, 1981 ) .

State Ànger Scale

Spielberger et aI's (1982) State Anger Scale was not corre-

lated with the MAACL variables, did not change from pre to

post test, and was not related to Type A/8, Sex, Depression

or Tria1s. If the Ànger scale is a valid measure of State

Ànger, âs Spielberger et aI. (1982) suggested, then it may

be concluded that mere exposure to noncontingency is not a

sufficient condition to induce 'state anger' in the sub-

jects. This is consistent with the findings of Glass, Kra-

koff, Contrada Hilton, Kehoe, Manucci, CoIIins, Snow and

EIting (1980). These investigators found that A/B díffer-

ences in physiological reactivity were not evident under

conditions of failure in a competition but v¡ere observed

when uncontrotlable failure was combined with harassment.

This along with the present results suggests that noncontin-

gency in isolation is unlikely to occasion A/B differences

in anger (ttre results here) or physiological reactivity
(class et â1. , 1 980 ) .
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j,......'uooa Chanqes and the Illusion of Control

It vras hypothesized that there would be a relationship be-

tween illusion of control measures and mood changes. This

iì:., trypotfresis vras derived f rom the learned helplessness hy-

l'ì.

:!.ì:,r:,i'learned helplessness model of depression states that when

people acquire the expectation that important outcomes and

.responses are independent, they exhibit the ma jor motiva-

tional, cognitive, and affective symptoms of depression" (p.

446). This would suggest that decreasing illusions of con-

trol would lead to dysphoric mood. AIloy & Abramson's

11979) data, however, suggested that the subjects who showed

Iarger illusions of control also showed Iarger dysphoric

¡nood changes, the opposite of the ef fect predicted by the

Iearned helplessness model. Unfortunately, the only relia-

ble changes in mood observed in the present study were as a

result of experience with the uncontrollable situation, with

no retiable effect of Trials, Depression, or magnitude of

Illusion of Control. The results support neither the

Learned Helplessness hypothesis nor the observation from A1-

loy and Abramson's (1979) study, because no relationship was

found bet,ween mood change and judgements of control. How-

ever, these findings do suggest that the subjects found the
:'.ìtr:

experience with noncontrol aversive, as evidenced by dys-
phoric mood changes from pretest to post test.
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The finding that the MAACL vras affected by experiencing

noncontrol, while the State Anger Scale was not, also sug-

gests that the MÀÀCL measures a dimension that is function-

ally distinct from anger. This is in accord with the re-

sults of the principal components analysis, where the MAACL

Scores and State Anger ScoreS defined orthogonal dimensions'

Type A and the Illusion of Control

Mediurlr and High Type Às were f ound to show greater discrep-

ancies between global control judgements (;OC) and contin-

gency judgements (Cp.f) than Type Bs. Because no differences

were found on global control judgements between the Type A/B

groups, this Suggests that Medium and High Às show more ac-

curate assessment of actual contingencies between responses

and outcomes than Bs. However, this more accurate aSSesS-

ment did not influence the A's 91oba1 control judgements'

Therefore, Type As seem to be much more sensitive to actual

contingencies than BS, which supports the suggestions of

Glass (1977).

GIass (1977) also predicted that illusions of control

would vary aS a function both of Type À and amount of ex-

perience with uncontroLlability. This prediction was not

supported by the results of this study, which found that

Type As did not react to increasing experience with uncont-

rollability by changing their judgements about the controll-

ability of the situation. This implies that the a/n differ-
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ences that Glass rePort s (1977 ¡

not be due as much to changes

rollabiIitY of the situation,

tional conseguences arising from

tingencies.

similar judgements of con-

Forinstance,itmaybethatTypeAsreacttobriefexpo-

sure to uncontrollability with increased motivation to per-

form, relative to Bs, while extended experience with noncon-

trol }eads As to be l-ess motivated to perform. This does

not assume that the Type A fails to recognize uncontroll-

ability after brief exposure, as GIass (1977 ) suggested, but

rather that the Type À, recognizing an uncontrollable situ-

ation, responds with heightened vigor initially, out of a

desire to regain control. It may also reflect a tendency on

the part of Type As to attribute short-term uncontrollabili-

ty to unstable factors. This explanation is compatible both

with the present data and with Glass (1977; Glass and Car-

ver, '1980a,b). It could be argued that the present experl-

ment did not provide sufficiently salient cues as to the

controllability of the situation to permit the predicted in-

teraction between Type A/B and Trials to be observed' How-

ever, the observation of the predicted Type À sensitivity to

contingency argues against that suggestion' If the cues to

noncontrol vrere not salient, then no differences between

44

Glass & Carver , 1980a,b) maY

in judgements about the cont-

as to the different motiva-

Type As and Bs would have been observed'
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Depression and the IIIusion of Control

The AIIoy and Abramson (1979) finding that depressed sub-

jects showed less illusion of control was replicated in this

experiment only in the 48 trial condition. IlLusion of con-

trol was shown here to be a linear function of both level of

Ðepression and amount of experience with the uncontrollable

situation. This finding suggests strongly that depression

does not necessarily predict more accurate judgements of

control, but rather leads to faster learning about the lack

of contingencies (see Figure 2). Indeed, the most depressed

subjects in the 16 trial condition showed the largest illu-

sions of control. It is possible that this combination of

initial control illusion and rapid learning has implications

for the durability of some depressions. For example, this
finding suggests that even when depressed people enter a

novel situation with initial high expectations of success

they could quickly learn that they do not control the situ-

ation. Nondepressed individuals on the other hand are slow-

er to alter their perceptions of. control and therefore do

not succumb as readily to beliefs in helplessness and to de-

pression.

Further research is required to investigate the implica-

tions of the interaction between level of Depression and ex-

perience with noncontrol. However, t,hese results represent

a replication and extension of Alloy and Abramson's (1978)

findings. !{hite AIloy and Abramson (1979) reported that de-
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pressives are Iess prone to illusions of control following

40 trials, the present data show that this effect is a func-

tion of experience with noncontrol. with 48 trials of ex-

perience the Àlloy and Abramson data were replicated while

with 16 trials the Depressed subjects were more prone to

illusions of control than Low Non-Depressed subjects. Fur-

thermore, the performance of the Medium Non-Depressed group

suggests that level of depression affects the subject's sen-

sitivity to actual- contingency. The Medium Non-Depressed

group shows performance midway between the Depressed and Low

Non-Depressed groups on both g1oba1 control judgements (;OC)

and conditional probability judgements (cp¡). Also, Pat-

terns of response on the two judgement variables suggest a

sensitivity to contingencies that increases as a result of

increasing depression. It is important to point out that

this experiment does not provide information on the direc-

tion of the relationship between depression and sensitivity

to non-contingency. It may well be that the dePression

measured at pre-test was a result of a personaJ- style that

included initially high assessments of personal control and

high sensitivity to disconfirming information. However, the

reverse, that the depression results in that personal styIe,

is equally compatibte with the present results.

WhiIe additional research is needed to refine this analy-

sis, these results argue strongly in favor of using a fine-

grained multivariate analysis strategy. ClearIy, dichotom-
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izing subjects into High and Low Depression does not

adequately capture all the variabitity, nor should only

gIobal judgements of control be assessed. I f subjects had

been dichotomized into High and Low Depression groups, then

the patterns observed in Figure 2 would have been obscured.

Furthermore, if only the JOC question had been analyzed,

then the results would have been less interpretable.

Weisz and Stipek (1982) have provided an analysis of the

control construct which suggests a vray of thinking about the

observed differences between globa1 judgements of control
and perceived contingencies. These authors distinguished

between two dimensions of perceived control, perceived con-

tingency and perceived competence of self, and suggested

that these two dimensions may show different developnental

patterns. It is possible that the global control judgement

(ttre JOC variable) assessed in the present study actually
measures something similar to the perceived competence di-
mension suggested by Weisz and Stipek (1982), while the CPJ

variable measures perceived contingency. In this Iight, the

Type Às and Bs in the present study did not differ in their
perceived competence, nor was that perceived competence dif-
ferentially affected by amount of experience with noncon-

trol. However, the As and Bs did differ in their percep-

tions of contingencies (see Table 3). The fact that global
judgements of control (JOC) did not follow perceived contin-
gencies (CpJ) suggests that the judgement of control vari-

!ìi:1.

Nlrì
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able actually measures Something other than "control-rr as de-

fined by ÀIIoy and Àbramson (1979). The Weisz and Stipek

(1g82) suggestion of two dimensions of perceived control

fit,s well with the present data for both the observed Type

A/B di f f erences .n'd the observed Tr ials by Depress ion ef -

fect. Type Às were shov¡n to be more accurate in perceived

contingencies than 85, which corresponds with Glass (1977) '

It was Suggested that motivational or attributional differ-

ences account for the performance differences reported by

Glass (1977; Glass & Carver, 1980a,b), rather than distor-

tion or denial of perceived contingency' as GfaSs suggested'

The Weisz and Stipek (1g82) suggestion deserves some dis-

cussion in the context of the effects of depression on the

illusion of control. If the global control judgements meas-

ured here may actually represent something more like a meas-

urement of perceived competence' then the present data, and

AIloy and Abramson I s (1979) data indicate that the depres-

sives' self concept was quite sensitive to environmental

contingencies, while this vtas not so for the nondepressed'

Furthermore, the depressive subjects in this study showed

perceptions of competence after 16 trials that Yrere quite

inflated relative to the nondepressed subjects. These re-

sults seem to be contrary to the learned helplessness model '

which would suggest an insensitivity to contingencies and a

low perception of competence on the part of the depressed

subjects. However, it should be pointed out that the sub-

jects in the present study v¡ere not clinically depressed.

l
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Depressed subjects in the present experiment showed the

:_.F;
ì .ì

:.ll
::j:

.:

i:
a

i:-

greatest changes in perceived contingency as

number of trials, and also showed decreases

a

in

function of

global con-

trol judgements, while the nondepressed subjects did not.

This was suggested to have implications for the etiology or

maintenance of depression, but this discussion is only spec-

ulative at this point, until additional research assesses

the relationship between the JOC scale and the dimensions or

perceived control and competence.

Suqqestions for future research

The results of this experiment suggest several areas for fu-
ture research. The Judgement of Control scale deserves fur-
ther investigation to define what is actually measured by

the individual questions. ParticuIarly, it should be deter-

mined if the global control judgement (JOC) is, âs suggested

earlier, a measure of the Vleisz and Stipek (1982) construct

of perceived competence. Another area that needs to be ad-

dressed is the implications of the present finding that ex-

perience with noncontrol interacts with depression level to

determine the illusion of control. This interaction was

suggested to be a factor in the development and maintenance

of depression, and that suggestion is open to empirical ver-
ification. À1so, this interaction may have implicat,ions for
the etiology of depression. In addition, the effects of in-
creasing exposure to noncontrol on both perceived contingen-

cy and perceived competence should be investigated. The
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causes to which subjects attribute their lack of control

IikeIy varies with increasing mood and with experience with

noncontrol.

The failure to find the predicted Type X/B and experience

with noncontrol interaction ted to the suggestion that moti-

vational changes account for the performance differences ob-

served by Glass (1g77), rather than the distortion or denial

of control cues as he suggests. Experimental evaluation of

these two competing hypotheses would be very useful- for de-

scribing the psychological dimensions along which Type As

and Bs differ. Às well, the Weisz and Stipek (1982) Ais-

tinction between perceived competence and perceived contin-

genc]' should also be investigated in relation to differences

between As and Bs.

Summary

In conclusion, several results of interest were found in

this study, Type As were shown to be more accurate than Type

Bs in judging contingencies between acts and outcomes, which

supported the Glass (1977 ) predict'ions. However, GIass

(1977; GIass & Carver, 1980a,b) also predicted that this ef-

fect v¡ould be a function of amount of experience with non-

control, and this prediction v¡as not supported. Type As and

Bs showed the same relative differences regardless of amount

of experience with noncontrol. This finding was interpreted

to mean that Type As and Bs are not different in how they

change judgements about contingency or control'
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The results of Atloy and Abramson (1979) were replicated

in this study and were extended to demonstrate that ilLu-

sions of control depend on both level of depression and

amount of experience with noncontrol. This was interpreted

Lo mean that depressives learn more rapidly than nondepres-

sives to identify non-contingency, and that this ability in-

creases with increasing depression. This study demonstrated

the utility of examining the l'ledium groupr âs well as High

and Low Depression groups. Àlso, this study examined two

measures of illusion of control, the global judgement of

control (.rOC) and the judgements of contingencies between

acts and outcomes (Cp,¡). Both of these measures proved use-

fuI in describing the effects of the independant variables

on illusions of control. These findings vrere discussed in

relation to the weisz and Stipek (1982) suggestion of two

dimensions of perceived control, perceived competence and

perceived contingency.

In addition to these major findings, it was al-so demon-

strated that the subject's mood did not change as a function

of the magnitude of the illusion of control. However, sub-

jects tended to be more dysphoric following the experimental

session. The analysis of the mood scales also demonstrated

that the three MAACL scales actually measure only one dimen-

sion of negative affect.
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Àppendix À

SCÀLES USED

Form I - Jenkins Àctivitv survev Form !

Medical research is tryíng to determine how life style may influence the
heatÈh of people. This survey is par! of such a research effort.

please ansvrer the questions on the foLlor¡ing pages by marking the answers
that are true for vou. Each person is different, so there are no "right" or
"wrong" answers. Of course, all you tell is strictLv cgnlidential -- to be
seen only by the investigator. It is your personal opinion that r¡e want.
please uèe the ansv¡er sheèt provided to record your responses to the items in
thls booklet.

Your assistance will be greatly apprec iated.

For each of the following items, pfease circle the number of the ONE best an-
sr.re r .

'1. Do you ever have trouble finding tíme to get your hair cut or styled?

1. Never 2. occasionally 3. Àlmost always

2. Does college "stir you into action"?

1. Less ofÈen than most college students 3. More often than most
2. Àbout Àverage college students

3. Is your everyday life filled mostly by

'1. Problems needing solution
2. Challenges needing to be met
3. À rather predictable routine of events
4. Not enough things to keep me interested or busy

4. Some people live a caLm, predictable l"ife. Others find themselves often
facinó unexpected changes, frequent interruptions, inconveniences or
"thinls going wrong." Hor¡ often áre you faced with these minor (or major)
annoyances and frustrations?
1. Several times a day 3. À fetl Èimes a week 5. Once a month or
2. Àbout once a day 4. Once a veek less

5. when you are under pressure or stress, do you usually:

1 " Do something about it inmediateiy
2. Plan carefully before t,aking any action.

6. ordinarily, how rapidJ.y do you eat?

1. I'm usually the first one finished. 4. I eat more sIowly
2. I eat a ]ittle faster than average. than most peopLe.
3. I eat about the same speed as most people.

7. Has your spouse or some friend ever told you that you eat too fast?

1. Yes often 2. Yes, oDce or twice 3. No, no one has told me this

8. How often do you find yourself doing more than one thing at a time, such
as working while eatiñg, reading whi).e dressing, figuring out problems
while driving?
'1. I do two things at once whenever practical.
2. i do this only r¡hen I'm short of time.
3. I rarely or nèver do more than one thing at a time.

-59-
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When you listen to someone talking, and this person takes too long to come
lo tt¡e point, do you feel like hurrying hím along?

1. FreguentLy 2. Occasionally 3. ÀLmost never

How often do you actually "put words in his mouth" in order to speed
things uP?

1. Freguently 2. Occasionally 3. Àlmost never

If you tell your spouse or a friend that you will meet them somewhere at
a definite time, how often do you arrive late?

12.

13.

1. once in a while 2. Rarely

Do you find yourself hurrying to get
time?

1. Often 2. OccasionallY

suppose you are to meet someone at a
ing 1obby, restaurant) and the other
vlill you

1. Sit and wait?
2. 9ialk about while waiting?
3. Usually carry some reading matter or writing paper so you can get

something done while waiting?

when you have to "wait in line," such as in a rest,aurant, a store, or the
post office, do you

1. Àccept it calm1y?
2" Feel impatient but not show it?
3. Feel so impatient that someone watching could telJ. you were

rest les s ?

4. Refuse to wait in }ine, and find ways to avoid such del-ays?

when you play games with young chíldren about ten years oId, how often do
you purposely 1et them wín?

3. I am never ]ate

places even when there is plenty of

3. Rarely or never

public place (street corner, build-
person is already ten minutes ÌaÈe.

14.

15.

.1 . Most of the t ime
2. Half of the time

3. only occasionally
4. Never

15-

17.

18.

19.

Do most people consider you to be

1. Definitely hard-driving and competitive?
2. erobably hard-driving and competitive?
3. Probably more relaxed and easy going?
4. oefinitely more relaxed and easy going?

Nor.radays, do you consider yourself to be

1. Definitely hard-driving and competitive?
2. Probably ñard-driving and competitive?
3. Probably more relaxed and easy going?
4. Definit.èIy more relaxed and easy goíng?

How would your spouse (or closest friend) rate you?

1. Definitely hard-driving and competitive?
2. Probably hard-driving and competitive?
3. erobably more relaxed and easy going?
4. DefinitãIy more relaxed and easy Çoing?

Hor¡ would your spouse (or best friend) rate your general Ìevel of activi-
ty?

1. Too s1ow. Shou1d be more active.
2. Àbout âverage. Is busy much of the time.
3. Too active. Needs to slow down.

20. Would people who knov you well agree that you take your work seriously?

1. Definitely Yes 2. Probably Yes 3. Probably No 4. ÐefiniÈely No
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21 . would people Hho know
people?

1 . Def initely Yes 2.
Would peopJ.e who know

1y?

1. Definitely Yes 2.

l.?ould people who know
hur ry ?
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you well agree that you have less energy than most

Probably Yes 3. ProbabJ.y No 4. Definitely No
you well agree that you tend to get irritaÈed easi-

Probably Yes 3. erobably No 4. Definitely No

you well agree that you tend to do most things in a

1. Definitely Yes 2. probably Yes 3. Probably No 4. DefiniÈe]y No

would people who know you well agree that you enjoy "a contest" (competi-
tion) and try hard to win?

1. oefinitely Yes 2. Probably Yes 3. Probably No 4. Definitely ¡lo

WouÌd people r¡ho know you weIJ. agree that you get a }ot of fun out of
your Iife?
1. Definitely Yes 2. Probably Yes 3. probably No 4. Definitely No

HoH was your "temper" when you i¡ere younger?

1. Fiery and hard to control 3. No problem
2. Strong, but controllable 4. I almost never got angry

How is your "temper" nowadays?

1. Fiery and hard to control 3. No problem
2. Strong, but controLlable 4. I aLmost never got angry

when you are in the midst of studying and someone lnterrupts you, how do
you usually feel inside?
'1. I feel O.K. because I Hork better after an occasional break.
2 . I f eel only mi J.d1y annoyed.
3. I feel really irritated because most such interruptions are

unneceSSary.

How often are there deadlines in your courses? (If deadlines occur !rreg-
uIarIy, please circle the closest ansr'ter betow. )

1. Daily or more often 2. Weekly 3. Monthly 4. Never

Do these deadlines usuâ1Ly

'1. Carry minor pressure because of their routine nature?
2. Carri considèrab1e pressure, since delay would upset things

a great deal?

Do you ever set deadlines or quotas for yourself in courses or other
things?

1. No 3. Yes, once per week or more often.
2. Yes, but only occasionally

when you have to work against a deadline, is the quality of your work

1. Bett,er? 2. worse? 3. The same? (Pressure makes no difference)

In school do you ever keep two projects moving forward at Èhe same tirne
by shifting ¡aãX and forth iapidli fiom one to the other?

1. No, never. 2. Yes, but only in emergencies. 3. Yes, regularly.

Do you maintain a regular study schedule during vacations such as Thanks-
giviñ9, christrnas, or Easter?

23.

26.

27.

29.

') ¿.

aq

30.

31.

28.

?t

33.

?4

1. Yes 2. No 3. Sometimes



35. How often do you bring your work home
a1s related to your courses?
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wíth you at night or study materi-

1 . Rarely or Dever. 3. More than once a week
2. Once a week or less often.

36. How often do you go to the school when it is offícialLy closed (such as
nights or weekends)? If this is not possible, put "0. "

1. RareJ.y or never. 3. More than once a seek
2. Once a week or less often.

37. when you find yourself getting tired while studying, do you usually
'1. Slow down for a while until your strength comes back.
2. Keep pushing yourself at the same pace in spite of the tiredness.

38. when you are in a group, do the other people tend to look to you to pro-
vide leadership?

1. RareIy.
2. Àbout as often as they look to others.
3. More often than Èhey look Èo others.

39. Do you make yourself written lists of "things to do" to help you remember
v¡hat needs to be done?

'1. Never 2. Occasionally 3. Frequently

IN EÀCH OF THE FOLLOWING OUEST]ONS, PLEASE COMPÀRE YOURSELF WITH THE
AVERAGE STUDENT ÀT YOUR SCHOOL. PLEÀSE CIRCLE THE MOST ÀCCURÀTE
DESCRi PTI ON.

40 In amount of time and effort, I
'1 . Much more 2. À IittLe more

ef fort ef fort

4'1. In sense of responsibility, I am

1. Much more 2. À litt1e more 3. A little less
responsible responsible responsible

42. I find it necessary to hurry

1. Much more 2. A little more 3. À little less
of the time of the time of the lime

43. In being precise (careful about detail), I am

1. Much more 2. À litt,le more 3. À little less
prec i se prec í se prec i se

44. I approach life in general

l. Much more 2. À little more 3. À littIe less
ser iouslyse r ious Iy seriously

g ive

3. À litt.le less
effort

4. Much less
ef fort

4. Much less
responsibLe

4. Much less
of the time

4. Much less
precise

4. Much Less
seriously
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Form ! - Beck Deoression Inventorv

SEXMF

INSTRUCTIONS TO THE BECK INVENTORY

On this questionnâire are groups of statements. PLease read each group of
statements carefully. Then pick out the one statement in each group which
best describes the way you have been feeling the EÀ.jSI tsEEK, INCLUDING
TODAYI Circle the number beside the statement you picked. If several
statements in the group seem to apply equally weII, circle each one. Be
sure to read all the staternents in each qrouD before makinq vour choice.

I do not feel sad.
I feel sad.
I am sad all the time and I can't snap out of it.
I am so sad or unhappy that I can't stand it.

I am not particularly discouraged about the future.
I feel discouraged about the future.
I feel I have nothing to look forward to.
I feel that the future is hopeless and that things cannot
improve.

do not feel like a failure.
feel I have failed more than the average person.
I look back on my 1ife, all I can see is a ]ot of failures.

feel I am a complete failure as a person.

get as much satisfactj.on out of things as I used to.
don't enjoy things the way I used to.
don't get real satisfaction out of anything anymore.
am dissatisfied or bored wj.th everything.

don't feel particularly gui1ty.
feel guilty a good part of the time.
feel quite guilty most of the time.
feel guilty all of the time.

don't feel r am being punished.
feel I may be punished.
expect Èo be punished
feel I am being punished.

don't feel disappointed in myself.
am disappointed in myself.
am disgusted with myselÍ.
hate myself.

don't feel I am any worse than anybody else.
am critical of myself for my neaknesses or mistakes.
blame myself all the tíme for my faults.
blame myself for everything bad that happens.

don't have any thoughts of killing myself.
have thoughts of ki11in9 myseJ.f , buÈ I r¡oul.d not carry

them out
would like to ki1I myself.
would kilJ. myself if I had the chance.

don't cry anymore than usual.
cry more now than I used to.
cry all the time now.
used to be able to cry, but now I can't cry even though I

want to.

am no more irritated now than I ever am.
get annoyed or irritated more easily thân I used to.
feel irritat,ed all the time now.
don't get irritated at all by the things that used to

irriLate me.

tr

5.

7.

1.

a

8.

o

't0.

I
I
Às

0
1

2
3

0
1

¿

3

0
1

2
3

0
1

2
3

0
1

2
3

1

)

0
1

2
3

0
I

2
3

0
1

¿

3

0
1

2
3

0
1

2

11.
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12.

13.

14.

15.

16.
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have not lost interest in other people.
am less interested in other people than I used to be.
have lost most of my interest in other people.
have lost all of my interest in other people.

make decisions about as r¡e]I as I ever could.
put off making decisions more than I used to.
have greater difficulty in making decisions than before.
can't make decisions at all anymore.

don't feel I look any rrorse than I used to.
am worried that I am looking o1d or unattractive.
feel that there are permanent changes in my appearance that

make me look unattractive"
bel ieve that I look ug3.y.

0 I can work about as well as before.
1 It takes an extra effort Èo get sÈarted at doing something.
2 I have to push myself very hard to do anything.
3 I can't do any work at aLl.

0 I can sleep as r¡ell as usual.
1 I don't sleep as wel-Ì as I used to.
2 I wake up 1-2 hours earLier than usual and find it hard to get

back to s1eep.
3 I wake up several hours earlier than I used to and cannot get

back to s1eep.

don't get more tired than usual.
get tired more easily Èhan I used to.
get tired from doing almost anything.
am too tired Èo do anything.

appetite is no worse than usua1.
appetite is not as good as it used to be.
appetite is much worse now.

have no appetite at all anymore

haven't lost much weight, if any, lately.
have lost more than 5 pounds.
have lost more than 10 pounds.
have lost more than 15 pounds.

I am purposely trying to Lose weight by eating less. Yes 
- 

No 
-

I am no more worried about my health than usual.
I am worried about physical problems such as aches and pains,
or upset stomach, or constipation.

I am very r¡orried about physical problems and it's hard to
think of much efse.

I am so worried about my physical problems that I cannot think
about anything else.

OI
1I

3I

0i
1I
¿t
3I
OI
1T
21

3I

OI
1I
2T
3I
oMv
1Mv
2Mv
3I
OI
1i
2T
3I

17.

18.

20. 0
1

2

21. 0
1

2
3

I have not noticed any recent change i.n
I am less interested in sex Èhan I used
I am much less interested in sex now.
I have lost interest in sex completely.

ny
to

interest in sex.
be.
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Form 3 - State Ànqer Scal-e

SELF ÀNALYSIS QUESTIONNATRE

Directions: À number of statements that people use to describe themselves
are given below. Read each statement and then circle the appropriate num-
ber to indicate how you feel ¿!_gh! now. There are no right or wrong an-
swers. Do not spend too much Èime on any one statement but circle the an-
swer which seems to describe your Dresent feelinqs best.

a

2.

^
E

6.

7.

B.

o

10.

NOT ÀT SOME- MODER- VERY
ÀLL WHAT ÀTELY MUCH

amfurious 1 2 3 4

feel like banging on the tab1e. 1 2 3 4

feelangry 1 2 3 4

feel like yelling at somebody.. 1 2 3 4

feel like breaking things...... 1 2 3 4

ammad. 1 2 3 4

feel irritated.. 1 2 3 4

feel like hitting someone...... 1 2 3 4

am burned up.... 1 2 3 4

I feel 1íke swearing... 1 2 3 4

:$

$llt
,ì,
.-$

¡t

it
!J
$

tÈ
¡1.

.$

-
,$
a

I
ì:

Ì
i,l
s.
-rìs
..t1.

.$

;È
:$

È
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Form ! - MÀÀCL

ADJECT]VE CHECKLIST

Directions: On thts sheet you will find words uhich describe different
mds of moods and feelings. Mark an X in the box beside the words which
describe how you are teeling RIGHT NOW. Some of the words mây sound
alike, but we want you to CHECK @ THE WORDS THÀÎ DESCRIBE YOUR FEELINGS.
work as quickly as You can.

1 c active
2 E adventurous
3 q affectionate
4 ¡ afraid
5 o agitated
6 r agreeable
7 o aggressive
I ¡ alive
9 " aLone

1 0 ¡ amiabfe
'1 -1 ¡ amused
1 2 E angry
1 3 ¡ annoyed
14 s awful
15 ¡ bashful
16 E bitter
17 ¡ blue
18 " bored
19 " caLm
20 " cautious
21 ¡ cheerful
22 t clean
23 ¡ complaining
24 E contented
25 E contrary
26 n cool
27 \ cooperatíve
28 " critical
29 ¡ cross
30 ¡ cruel
31 ¡ daring
32 ¡ desperate
33 ¡ destroyed
34 E devoted
35 " disagreeable
35 ¡ discontented
37 ¡ discouraged
38 s disgusted
39 ¡ displeased
40 Ã energetic
41 ¡ enraged
42 E enthusiastic
43 q fearful-
44 u fine

45 E f it
46 ¡ foriorn
47 ¡ frank
48 ¡ free
49 s f.riendly
50 " frightened
51 " furious
52 E gay
53 E gentle
54 n glad
55 n gLoomy
55 n good
57 s good-natured
5g " grim
59 E happy
60 " healthy
61 n hopeless
62 ¡ hostile
63 " impatient
64 ¡ íncensed
65 " indignant
66 " inspired
67 ¡ interested
68 " irrítated
69 E jeâ1ous
7g n joyful
71 ¡ kindly
72 " lonely
t1 E t^êf

74 ¡ loving
75 ¡ Iow
76 s lucky
77 ¡ mad
78 ¡ mean
79 ¡ meek
80 E merry
81 ¡ mild
82 ¡ miserable
83 ¡ nervous
84 E obliging
85 ! offended
86 E outraged
37 u panicky
88 E patient

Sl r peaceful
90 E pleased
91 E pleasant
92 Ã políre
9J r powerful
94 r quiet
95 ¡ reckless
96 ¡ refected
97 ¡ rough
98 o sad
99 ¡ safe

100 ¡ satisfied
101 ¡ secure
.1 02 ¡ shaky
'1 03 " shy
1 04 ¡ sooÈhed
105 E steady
106 E stubborn
1 07 E storny
108 E strong
109 u suffering
110 ¡ suLlen
111 " sunk
112 E sympathetic
113 r tame
1'l 4 E tender
115 ! tense
116 r terrible
117 " terrified
118 q thoughtful
1'1 9 ¡ ti.mid
120 E tormented
121 ¡ understanding
122 E unhappy
123 r unsociable
1 24 ¡ upset
125 r vexed
126 ¡ r¡arm
127 ¡ whole
128 ¡ wild
129 ¡ willful
130 E nilted
131 " worrying
132 E young
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Form 5 - Judqement of Control Scale

l. a) On the scale below please indicate with a vertical line how
rnuch control you hãd over the appearance of the red light'

O "ãufA indical,e no control at all and 100 would indicate that
you had complete control over the red light'

t !.
ö 70 8o 90 1oo

b) How certain are you at the accuracy of your answer?

L
,N.

'..qrL.
i.!.:¡:

::L
.iì::]:

3ì,

,ì.ltr

.:rìì
r,.:ìt

Not Somewhat

2. Please indicate on the Scafe below r¡hat percenÈage of the trials
resulted in the red light being turned on.

tlö 60 70 80 90 1oo

Very
5

3. For
what
turn

I

0

the trials
pe rcentage

ed on.

on which you pressed the button, please indicate
of the t?iaf-s resulted in the red Iíght being

I

80]Q5040302010

70605040

90 100

L For the trials on which You did
indtcate what Percentage of the
being turned on.

Dot press the butt,on, Please-
trials resuLted in the red light

0 10 20 30

5. What evidence convinced you that you
indtcated in Quest ion 'l ?

had the amount of control You

90 100

I

6. Did you test any complex^type of scheme (time or pattern dependant)
to cóntrol the red light?

YES NO

If yes, what did you try and which one or ones worked?
wor ked

YN
YN
YN
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doing nothing when the green Iight comes on.

tend to press the button on a given trial,

APPendix B

INSTRUCTIONS TO SUBJECTS

Now in this problem-solving experiment, it is your task

to learn how to turn on this red light. Each time the green

light comes on indicates the start of a new trial, the occa-

sion to do something. For each trial, after the green light

comes onr you have the option of either making a button

press response or not making a button press response. A

button press response consists of pressing t,his button once

and onlv once immediately after the green light comes on.

Not making a button press response consiStS, of course' of

I f you do in-
you must press

within three Seconds after the green light comes on; other-

wise the trial wiII be counted as a not press trial. so, in

this experiment there are only two possibilities as to what

you can do on each of the trials: either press the button

within three seconds after the green light comes orlr or

else, just sit back and do nothing.

You may find that the red light will go on, oD some per-

centage of the trials on which you do make a button press

response. You may also find that the red light wiII go onr

on some percentage of the trials when you do not make a but-

ton press response. Alternatively, You may find that the

red light will not 90 on, oD some percentage of the trials

on which you do make a button press response ' and you may

find that the red light will not 9o on, oD some percentage
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of the t,rials when you do not make a button press responPe.

So, there are four possibilities as to what may happen on

any given trial:

1. You

2. You

3. You

4. You

press

press

don' t
don' t

and the red light
and the red 1i9ht

press and the red

press and the red

does come on;

does not come on;

light does come on;

light does not come on.

Since it is your job to l-earn how to turn on the red light,
it is to your advantage to press on some trials and not on

others, so you know what happens when you don't press as

well as when you do press.

Moreover, how often the red light comes on in this prob-

lem will determine how many credits you earn in this experi-
ment. On each trial on which the red light comes on you

will receive 5 points. You wiII receive one additional
credit for each (40, 90 or 120 depending on the number of

trials to be given) points you earn. Each time you earn

points a '+5' will be displayed on the screen in fronL of

you. So, in general, the more successful you are in produc-

ing the red 1ight, the more credits you will earn.

(SuU¡ects will be shown the Judgement of Control scale at
this point).

N (16, 32, 48) trials wiIl constitute the problem. ÀfÈer

the problem, you will be asked to indicate your judgement of

control by putting a vertical line someplace on this scale:

at 100 if you have complete control over the onset of the

red light, at 0 if you have no control over the onset of the

red light, and somewhere between these extremes if you have
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somebutnotcompletecontrolovertheonsetofthered
light.Completecontrolmeansthattheonsetofthered
light on any given trial is determined by your choice of re-

sponses, either pressing or not pressing' In other words

whether or not the red light goes on is totarry determined

by whether you choose to press or to just sit back and not

press.Nocontrolmeansthatyouhavefoundnovraytomake

response choices so as to influence in any vray the onset of

theredlight.Inotherwords,theonsetoftheredlight
hasnothingtodowithwhatyoudoordon'tdo.AnothervJay
tolookathavingnocontrolisthatwhetherornotthered
Iight comes oflr on any given triaf is totally determined by

¡
"$ factors such as chance or luck'

of pressing or not Pressing'

tror means that your choice of responses, either pressing or

notpressing,influencestheonsetoftheredlighteven
thoughitdoesnotcompletelydeterminewhetherthered
Iightgoesonornot.Inotherwords,whatyoudoordon't
domatterstosomeextentbutnottotally.Anotherwayto
Iook at having intermediate control is that one response ei-

therpressingornotpressing,producestheredlight'onset
more often than does the other response' So, it may turn

out that you wirr have no contror, that is, your responses

will not affect the onset of the red light' oE it may turn

out that you will have some degree of control, either com-

plete or intermediate, that is' one response Produces the

rather than bY Your choice

Intermediate degrees of con-

red light, onset more often than does the other"

tions before $¡e begin?

Any ques-




